
LIONBRIDGE 
FOR ORACLE 
WEBCENTER SITES
Add Integrated Translation 
Capabilities to OWCS

Oracle WebCenter Sites (OWCS) is a powerful suite of portal, content management, 
social and collaboration tools designed to shape customer journeys and create lasting 
engagement. 

Optimized with a WYSIWYG interface, OWCS makes it easy for global marketers and 
non-technical users to create, edit, and publish rich content across channels. Now, these 
users can access powerful multilingual management features right inside OWCS, with 
connector technology from Lionbridge. 

Lionbridge Integration Enables Multilingual Cloud Marketing
The Lionbridge Connector, powered by Clay Tablet, streamlines the flow of content 
between marketers and translation partners, and gives OWCS users control at every 
step. The connector’s open platform design gives users unlimited choice of translation 
partners. Translation projects of any size can be initiated, monitored, and precisely 
controlled from within the Oracle Marketing Cloud. 

Lionbridge Connector offers the broadest feature set for OWCS and is deployed as an 
integrated suite of features that reduces the complexity and cost of translation. Plugging 
right into the Contributor UI, the Connector extends the OWCS feature set and leverages 
translation memories, and automated workflows to deliver significant improvement in 
performance and efficiency across teams and regions.

With the Lionbridge Connector as part of OWCS, content editors have the ability to 
automate the flow of multilingual content and reach global audiences more easily and 
quickly than ever before. 

www.lionbridge.com

SOLUTION BRIEF

• OEM-levels of integration 
ensuring ease of use

• Compatibility with any translation 
technology 

• Integrated translation memories 
and batch processing

• Optimized workflow automation 
for quality and speed

• Improved brand and message 
consistency

Lionbridge Delivers

Contact us today to learn more 
about how the Lionbridge 
Connector for Oracle WebCenter 
Sites can extend the impact of your 
cloud-based marketing activities. 
www.Lionbridge.com/Oracle

Get Started

http://www.lionbridge.com
http://www.lionbridge.com/Oracle


www.lionbridge.com

Lionbridge enables more than 800 world-leading brands to increase market share, speed product adoption and effectively engage 
customers in local markets worldwide. Using innovative cloud technology platforms, we help overcome global communication 
challenges with translation solutions specifically designed for crucial customer touch points.

To learn more visit: www.lionbridge.com

ABOUT LIONBRIDGE

Lionbridge Connector for Oracle WebCenter Sites
The Lionbridge Connector enables OWCS users to seamlessly create, select and manage multilingual content right from within 
the Oracle Marketing Cloud. 

 
 

No matter how your organization uses OWCS—for web content, social and collaboration, or other user engagement—
Lionbridge will help you improve internal efficiencies and customer experiences with:

• Speed: Turn translation hours into minutes and reduce time to market by up to 60%

• Ease of Use: Streamline translation tasks across multiple projects and providers 

• Cost Savings: Extend the functionality of OWCS and eliminate need for separate translation software systems or manual 
cut and paste effort

• Process Transparency: Enjoy high visibility into every step of the translation process

• Neutral Technology: Connect to any translation technology from within Oracle Marketing Cloud

• In-Context review: All content sent for localization is automatically put back into OWCS ensuring reviewers can see the 
translations in-context before approving for publication

Reduce complexity, increase message relevance and impact, and ensure brand consistency in every market with the 
Lionbridge Connector for Oracle WebCenter Sites.

The Lionbridge Connector for Oracle supports:

• Online, automated content delivery

• XML, XLIFF output

• All languages supported by OWCS (27 languages, 100 locales)

• Creative agency, marketing services, and language service providers

CUSTOMERS
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